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Abstract 

As the frontier of Internet development, hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network has 

transformed the way we live. Nowadays, this network has been engaged in many areas 

like economy, war, culture, medical treatment, agriculture, ecology, commerce, etc. The 

concepts of digital coalmine and digital oilfield, in special, promote the development of 

the study on hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network. The paper establishes cybersecurity 

mechanism by introducing concepts relevant to this network, and by summarizing its 

internal and external security threats. By conducting simulation experiment to the security 

mechanism, the paper concludes that to the influence on security mechanism, the number 

of nodes is in direct proportion, while the transmission period of node connection in 

inverse proportion. The paper aims to offer reasonable suggestions and guidance to the 

development of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network, to promote the application of the 

wireless network, and to increase its value, solve security problems and ensure sound 

operation of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network. 
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1. Introduction 

Science and technology are the primary productive forces, which means that the 

development of science, especially of computer technology, has promoted the social 

progress. Nowadays, low-energy wireless transmission equipment has been an emerging, 

potential research topic of great emphasis. And hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network has 

also penetrated through all aspects of people’s lives.
 [1]

 Therefore, such network shall be 

more secure, confidential and serious. Various researches have been conducted in this area 

in home and abroad. University of South California studied on computing method of 

aggregate function on sensor network. Europe hold “Wireless Sensor Network Forum”. 

China, with intensive and comprehensive research, also pays high attention to the 

development of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network.
[2] 

Wire sensors, for short communication distance, are connected by routing base stations. 

Such connection of nodes forms wireless sensor. And the connection among wireless 

sensors consists of communication network, namely, hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network. 

This network, characterized by collectivity, universality, openness and connectivity of 

logic layers and physical layers, combines computer technology, wireless technology, 

communication technology, with information processing technology, and has different 

existing forms like star-network topology, mesh network topology, hybrid network 

topology, etc. Hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network, with extensive market prospect and 

high utilization value, has transformed the way we live. 
[3]

 However, restricted by the 

limited nodes and the objective fact that the Internet is vulnerable to attack, infiltration 

and leakage, the hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network is hard to conform to the security 

standard. Therefore, by studying on cybersecurity of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network, 

the paper aims to implement secure bootstrap and security maintenance, and to optimize 

the allocation of resources.
 [4] 
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2. Security Threats Faced by Hybrid, Wireless, Multi-hop Network  

Hybrid multi- hop wireless networks has been known and entered by many various 

types of departments in this field including enterprises, medical institutions and research 

institution. In early 2000s, the United States has listed the project as the first in the new 

technology field, and made some achievements in communication, sensing and energy 

calculation. European countries are also looking forward to a deepen development in this 

project. They are commit to study the project’s issues which happened in the period of 

using, and made a conclusion that the problems mainly exist in the signal data sharing and 

the network sensor technology. There are various research activities has been carried out 

in Domestic about the hybrid wireless multi-hop network, mainly in the related research 

of sensor networks, including theoretical study cored in data and the structure rapidly 

changing research. They made some preliminary achievements, but at the same time, 

some limitations have been considered as well, such as the failure rate of network node 

and the limited storage capacity of computer's energy, space, computing ability, for the 

mixed multi-hop wireless networks have its characteristics including large quantities, high 

density, nodes miniaturization and finite radius and energy saving. Currently, in the 

situation of study, it is necessary to find the related security issues by further analysis, and 

to achieve the model improvement with problem solving. 

 

2.1. External Security Threats Faced by Hybrid, Wireless, Multi-hop Network  

(1) Driven by external goods like commercial interests, hackers attack system bugs by 

establishing malicious base stations and falsifying important network programming, 

which severely impedes the operation and implementation of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop 

network. 

(2) People overestimate the coverage of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network, namely, 

they believe that nodes exist everywhere. When dealing with the node scheduling, people 

are so idealized that they usually neglect problems like data packet dropout and energy 

consumption in the transmission of node diffusion. All these misconceptions lead to 

deviations which adversely impact the theoretical research.
 [5] 

 

2.2. External Security Threats Faced by Hybrid, Wireless, Multi-hop Network 

(1) Due to its hierarchical structure, hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network easily exposes 

to interferences from wireless environment and material distribution, to influence from 

hierarchical nodes collision, energy depletion and unfair competition, and to attacks like 

SYN flood. [6] 

(2) Node perception is easily influenced by problems like shadow fading and usual 

faults occurring when the packets are scheduled by diffusion transmission path, that is, the 

node detestability is maliciously interfered.
 [7]

 

(3) When packets are transmitted in diffusion, if nodes are in frame auditory, no 

packets could be transmitted.
 [8]

 

(4) Due to the instability of the nodes, the nodes may change in structure or connection 

if it is influenced by external environment. 

(5) Hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network is characterized by too many nodes and too 

wide node connection. And the nodes here are hard to upgrade. 

(6) Energy efficiency at nodes, namely, capacity and transmission efficiency at nodes, 

is limited, for it is restricted by cost and physical environment. 
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3. Calculation Research on Hybrid, Wireless, Multi-hop Network 
 

3.1. Essential Data of Calculation Research on Hybrid, Wireless, Multi-hop Network 

Data acquisition is accomplished through video surveillance, which can be achieved by 

sensing and feeling, calculating and communication. Related data should be sent to each 

sensor receiving point and information node, and achieve the maximization of task data 

distribution in the space of limited resources. 

 

3.2.  Structure System of Calculation Research on Hybrid, Wireless, Multi-hop 

Network 

Hybrid multi-hop wireless network consists of wireless network node, cluster head 

node and base station. The main process chart is as follows: 

 

Collect data 

Transfer data

Process data

Send data

 

Figure 1. The Chart of Hybrid Multi-hop Wireless Network Process 

Mainly it transfer the collected information and data to the sensor by the cluster head 

node, and the sensor will deal with these data and information according to the process for 

the information that can calculate easily and be used in multi-hop wireless networks. 

Finally, the useful information is sent to the data center for computing and storage. 

 

3.3. Hybrid Multi-hop Wireless Network Algorithm 

(1) The basic algorithm of hybrid multi-hop wireless network 

It makes data to let the information does not conflict in space, even do, it also makes 

ellipsis processing; the information and data processing is the most important link in the 

whole process. But the transmission of information and data are equal without any 

importance ranking , and the analysis hypothesis is no priority and backward difference, 

for the purpose of studying the entire transmission process under the constrain time. 

What’s more, in the process of analysis, there is a combination of dynamic and static side. 

(2) Hybrid multi-hop wireless network offline algorithm 

The algorithm is based on the assumption that the whole transport process is periodic 

and the task completion is the time of the cycle end to set the algorithm of the 

transmission process with full consideration of periodicity and priority. But there is 

limitation of the relation between the periodicity and the priority, and the actual situation 

is not considered. 

(3) Hybrid multi-hop wireless network dynamic algorithm 
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Dynamic algorithm is based on the hybrid multi-hop wireless network offline 

algorithm, which is made by considering limitations of offline algorithm and the 

requirements of the current conditions. 

 

4. The Security Mechanism Establishment Based on Hybrid Multi-hop 

Wireless Network 
 

4.1. Mechanism Introduction 

(1) Basic mechanism of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network 

In hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network, in cyberspace consisted of several nodes, a 

source node d is selected, with its key pool h, which is consisted of n keys h, every having 

its corresponding key ring j. While every of other nodes has only one key ring j (the key 

ring becomes an identifier afterwards), and the amount of key rings at other nodes is 

nj  , which means that every node has a key ring, and a key ring is shared by any 

two nodes. In this way, the network establishes effective, safe communication keys in 

connection. 

(2) Multipath mechanism of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network 

Based on the basic mechanism, multipath mechanism of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop 

network is established for packet scheduling, because the transmission of packet diffusion 

may be adversely impacted by a number of connection paths between two nodes. 

Connection paths different in length and perception lead to various levels of cybersecurity. 

Cybersecurity of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network is poor if perception and connection 

among nodes are simple, if the length of packet diffusion is short. 

(3) Random mechanism of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network 

Random mechanism of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network is established on the basis 

of multipath mechanism. In random mechanism, nodes can realize secret handshake 

through security certification when connecting with others. By selecting the shortest 

connection paths of high security, the study intends to improve cybersecurity, maintain 

network quality, and establish a security mechanism which is convenient and strong in 

secrecy. 

 

4.2. The Assumption of the Security Mechanisms 

(1) In hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network, every node at base stations has one, and 

only one identifier, namely, every node is unique;  

(2) Hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network is free from attacks owing to its key of high 

security, namely, the mechanism only deals with external security threats, not with latent 

defect of the nodes; 

(3) Semi-diameter of nodes is same in the cyberspace, namely, the speed of the 

transmission of packet diffusion between any two nodes is same without error. The 

mechanism does not cope with the influence of speed from beginning to end. 

(4) Connection among nodes is not the only in the cyberspace. Every node has 

contiguous nodes and is connected with other nodes; 

(5) Nodes do not sleep. The time of the transmission of packet diffusion can be 

calculated directly without regard to the influence of the notes themselves.  

(6) A simulation model, which refers to the model in a certain environment, is 

established by only consider the verification and validation cycle, and other complex 

factors are not considered.  
 

4.3. The Description of the Security Diffusion in the Mechanism 

(1) Note distribution 
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The paper selects a node a, with key pool h, which is consisted of n keys h, every 

having one and only one identifier j. Identifier j here is formed by Hash function, the 

functional relation of relative positions of values in Hash Table. Hash function can be 

encrypted and recognized through speech. The expression is: 

 keyHAddr                                                          (1) 

Key is independent variable, and H is functional relation evenly distributed in Hash 

Table. In the expression, nodes are independent variable, and connection among nodes is 

functional relation. 

According to node distribution and node connection in the network, the functional 

relation  of node distribution is: 

  nkHf                                                            (2) 

n  is independent variable.  innnnn ,,,, 321  , and mj ,.5.4.3.2,1   

(2) Gradient diffusion of nodes 

The functional relation  among nodes could realize diffusion between any two nodes. 

Gradient here is a vector which could transmit variable, namely, a vector diffusing energy 

from one node to another. 

For example, node 1d  with its only identifier 1J , has the functional relation   in 

hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network. 1d  transmits packets to the adjacent node 2d , 

which has only one identifier, which means that 1d  pairs with 2d . 

Case 1: Nodes can exchange information, transmit packets and realize connection if 

they share the same key w, as shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 2. Successful Connection between Two Nodes 

Case 2: If node 1d  cannot pair with node 2d  because they do not share the same key 

h , 1d  will pair with the next node 3d , as shown in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 3. Failing Connection between Two Nodes 
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As mentioned above, any node pairs with its adjacent nodes one by one until finding 

the node with the same identifier, after that the node can connect with the one with the 

same identifier. In hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network, all nodes can successfully pair 

and connect with the others, and the connection paths spread across the cyberspace, as 

shown in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 4. Connection among Nodes 

4.4. The Analysis of Security Mechanism of Hybrid, Wireless, Multi-hop Network 

Given the latent defects of the nodes, this part analyses the security mechanism of 

hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network. In such network, data leakage exists in the 

transmission between nodes, for example, node d  transmits packets to node e  after 

connection, and then e  connects with the adjacent node f , transmitting packet to it. 

After that transmission, data at e  may suffer leakage. In this process, d  reaches an 

agreement of data leakage with f  in advance. Data leakage between nodes happens in 

this way. 

 

Figure 5. Data Leakage between Nodes 

The paper established the security mechanism of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network 

in order to reduce or avoid data leakage. Frequency counter is set at every node to 

calculate the times of receiving packets. The counter displays “1” when the node receives 

packet at the first time, and the like. When the statistics of reception p  is greater than 

that of transmission q , the risk of data leakage is high and the mechanism is not credible. 

On the contrary, when the statistics of reception p  is less than that of transmission q , 

the risk of data leakage is low and the mechanism is credible. Transmission period T 

exists in the transmission of packet diffusion. When the period is long, the cost of 

communication is high and the life cycle of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network is short. 

On the contrary, when the period is short, the cost of communication is low and the life 

cycle of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network is long. 

The paper supposes that there is a leakage node with statistics O  and an identifying 

statistics T which indicates that data is leaked after transmitting among T  nodes. If the 

identifying statistics is greater than the leakage statistics, namely, OT  , the mechanism 

can detect all nodes which have reached an agreement of data leakage. On the contrary, if 

the identifying statistics is less than the leakage statistics, namely, OT  , the 

mechanism can not detect all nodes which have reached an agreement of data leakage. 

2
1





p

q
z                                                          (3) 
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If the statistics of packet reception of node d is p , and that of d ’s nearest node e  

is q , and the trust value of d  to e  is z , it can be summarized that: 

In hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network, nodes exchange statistics of packet 

transmission to other connected nodes regularly. Any node identifies connections by 

identifying statistics T . And it begins to identify connection with the nearest node. If the 

node cannot receive statistics from its neighbor, it will not upload information to the 

adjacent one for the low credibility and the possibility of data leakage. But if the node can 

receive statistics from its neighbor normally, it will identify the next node, until all nodes 

in the cyberspace are identified. 

 

5. Simulation Experiment  

With the characteristics of low cost, wide range of benefit and high quality resources, 

virtual simulation experiment, by complying with the requirements of the development 

trend in modern education and teaching, has practiced teaching means and established a 

background of verification conditions on the basis of computer and multimedia equipment 

to conduct the simulation experiments on the model and mechanism which effectively 

promoted the deepening of information management and has a positive and significant 

influence on the reformation of information quality, and strengthen the guidance and 

normative of information construction as well. What’s more, it is conducive to the sharing 

of high quality information resource promotion and to provide the advanced management 

concepts and construction experience of the related fields. 

The paper studied on the security mechanism of hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network by 

using simulation software of discrete event in the Internet. The hierarchical structure 

established by the simulation software is as follows: 

As shown in the figure, the hierarchical structure starting from an origin node is 

consisted of k layers every of which has three nodes and one leakage node. And the 

speed of packet transmission is k/100 . 

 

Figure 6. Simulation Experiment Mechanism of Hybrid, Wireless, Multi-hop 
Network 

In view of packet dropout, simulation software connect each two adjacent nodes on the 

premise of regulated node radius and packet transmission speed. The experiment aims to 

prove the influence of identifying statistics and identifying period to the security 

mechanism. 
 

5.1. Influence of Identifying Statistics on the Security Mechanism 

The influence of identifying statistics on the security mechanism in hybrid, wireless, 

multi-hop network enhances with the increase of identifying statistics. 

The bigger the reception statistic is, the larger the influence on hybrid multi-hop 

wireless network is. And the influence is stable after the reception statistics increases to a 

certain level. 
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5.2. Influence on Identifying Statistics to the Security Mechanism 

As shown in the figure, the influence on the security mechanism decreases with the 

increase of identifying period. And the influence is becoming stable in spite of the sharp 

grade after the transmission period decreases to a certain level. 
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Figure 7. Influence on Identifying Statistics to the Security Mechanism 

The longer the node connection time is, the weaker the influence on hybrid, wireless, 

multi-hop network is. And the influence also decreases with the increase of reception 

statistics. In long terms, the influence on security mechanism decreases linearly with the 

increase of the transmission period (time of nodes connecting with others). And the 

influence is becoming stable after the transmission period increases to a certain level. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Hybrid, wireless, multi-hop network enjoys great momentum in today’s society, and 

can be utilized in all aspects of life. By conducting simulation experiment to the security 

mechanism, the paper concludes that (1) the influence of identifying statistics on the 

security mechanism enhances with the increase of identifying statistics and remains stable 

after the reception statistics increases to a certain level; (2) the influence on the security 

mechanism decreases with the increase of identifying period and remains stable after the 

reception statistics increases to a certain level. Based on this conclusion, people can not 

only reduce the time of node connection, but improve the security of network. In brief, the 

paper is of guiding significance in future research on hybrid, wireless, multi-hop. 

 

Future Development Advice 

With the wide application of electronic and computer technology, the hybrid multi-hop 

wireless networks have already become the hot trend and priority in people’s eyes. 

(1) Fully considering the real situation of the hybrid wireless multi-hop network which 

has the characteristics of complexity diversity, comprehensiveness and variability, in order 

to deal with complex situation, this network should upgrade based on the existing hybrid 

wireless multi-hop network mechanism through the introduction of multiple variables. 

(2) Subjective and objective connection. The establishment of the mechanism and 

model not only consider the external environment, but also consider the human factor. 

According to the needs of humanity, to build and apply. 

(3) Considering the energy limitation of hybrid wireless multi-hop networks. Energy 

issues directly affect the capacity of the network space, and to solve the node problem and 

the connection of hybrid multi-hop wireless networks has become the most important 

part. 
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(4) To clean up the redundant information. In the process of connection between 

information nodes, the information rubbish will be accumulated, which makes the original 

limited space become narrower and affecting the normal data connection. 

(5) For the personnel problems of accidental and blind area of hybrid multi-hop 

wireless network needs to further improve the model in practical application and research, 

by narrowing the communication radius of node information, to realize the coherence of 

the whole network data transmission and connectivity. 

(6) Cross layer design makes all levels of construction boundary fuzzy in hybrid 

multi-hop wireless network, which has beneficial effect high level agreement is not 

affected by the low level physical layer transmission. According to the network 

characteristics and the research on the security mechanism of the application scenarios, 

you can improve the performance of hierarchical network. 

(7) Considering the scalability problem and the capacity of each level of the wireless 

multi-hop network adjustment problems, in-depth study and improve the link between 

media, network support and network layer security. 

This paper just preliminary study, future work will relates to more factors, wider range, 

and more complex environment. The development of hybrid multi-hop wireless network 

must be enforced, and it also has become a dynamic motivation to promote and deepen 

the development of the project with the background of rapidly forward today in computer, 

electronic communication and network. 
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